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About This Game

Cricket Captain returns for 2018 with an updated match engine, extensive additions to the records and statistics (including stats
of every historical international player), Ireland & Afghanistan as playable test nations, improved internet game, improved

coaching, and much more. Put your tactical expertise to the test in the number one cricket management game.

Developed in association with Jimmy Anderson, Cricket Captain 2018 also features a full database update (over 6500 players),
with improved player generation, and greater accuracy in limited over player abilities. The latest changes to all domestic

structures have been included.

Cricket Captain is unrivalled in cricket management simulation, and Cricket Captain 2018 improves the series once again with
all the attention to detail that is the trademark of the series.

Key features for 2018 include:

Updates to all domestic systems and 20 over leagues: play updated domestic leagues in India, England, Australia, West
Indies, Pakistan, South Africa, Bangladesh, and New Zealand.

Afghanistan & Ireland career modes: play as one of the two newest test nations in full international career modes.

New captaincy offers: receive offers from other teams within your domestic system in your current save.

All time-greats: full career records for every player that has ever played international cricket, all playable in historical
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scenarios.

International/domestic ground records: individual, team, and partnership records for over 130 grounds, now split into
international and domestic for First Class, One Day and 20 over.

Competition/series records: historical competition and series player records for the last two competitions/series.

International vs. records: individual, team, and partnership records for all 12 test-playing nations in Test Match, ODI and
International 20 Over.

Domestic vs. records: individual, team, and partnership records for every domestic team (thousands of new records) in
FC, OD, and 20 Over.

Historical scenarios: replay five historical scenarios for India or Pakistan in England.

International only mode: includes domestic fixtures.

New database: full database update with over 6500 players, including improved player generation for limited over
ability.

Updated tournament modes: including the new OD World Cup format.

Improved match engine: with updates to aggressive batting in OD matches and batting reaction to field settings.

New coaching options: including opener training, OD bowler technique training and separate fielding coaching.

Added player stats: preferred batting position, percentage of 4s and 6s scored; career S/R for all-time great players;
maidens bowled.

New achievements: including Ireland and Afghanistan achievements.

Internet game: improved reliability and more teams to play on-line.
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Title: Cricket Captain 2018
Genre: Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Childish Things Ltd
Publisher:
Childish Things Ltd
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1/8/10

Processor: Intel 1.6Ghz Dual-Core or AMD 1.6Ghz Dual-Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel - HD 3000 Nvidia Laptop - GeForce 310m Nvidia Desktop - GeForce 510 AMD Laptop - Mobility Radeon
HD 2600 XT AMD Desktop - Radeon HD 5450

Additional Notes: Windows 7 and 8 users will need to be up to date with their Windows Update, the game will not run on these
systems if Update KB 2999226 (Universal C Runtime) is not installed.

English
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It's no less repetitive than any other shooter, but this one has some interesting twists. Your ship is automatically upgraded after a
certain number of kills and downgraded after receiving enough damage. You don't have bars and damage indicators. Who needs
them in such a fast-paced game anyway? The rankings will likely have you playing more than one match per day to get as high
as possible. The game is the very definition of a casual game, since it's also missing a story or cutscenes. A click will get you in
the game and WASD+mouse is all you need to navigate and aim. Nice looking, has easy-to-learn gameplay and it's just plain
fun.. I cannot stress enough how much you should avoid this game. $5.00 is about $10.00 more than this game is worth. I will
admit I got a few entertaining starts from the ridiculous jump scares (they are frequent, loud and awkward), but I did not enjoy
this title. Allow me to elaborate:

Cons

Darkness - It is ridiculously dark at all times in the game. The light sources are laughable. While darkness is
used in horror to stimulate the player and create a claustrophobic feeling, darkness is used in The House to
annoy you. It makes the game practically unplayable. If you are willful enough to play through it despite the
darkness, you will find the most difficult obstacle is simply navigating the map. I only completed the game using a
hedge-maze philosophy to walk through the house because you can only see the walls or floor if you are huddled close
to them.

Story (or lack of it) - Probably the weakest of my points because story isn't necessarily the driving factor in a horror
game, but the attempted story of this game is very poor. It explains nothing major about who you are, why you are
fighting the house, and most importantly why the player should care. Next to the "scares" it means virtually nothing.
I am okay with a horror game lacking a story, but I am not okay with a story lacking a point.

Honest Opinion - I love indie horror games, they are marvelous. Even when they are terrible, I can usually take
something away from them because the developer(s) put so much of their heart and soul into it that it shows-or at
least they were able to make a memorable experience through their efforts. This game has great potential, and could
have been executed so amazingly well, but seems to have at some point fallen short. A low price tag does not make up
for that. Maybe the developers are planning on revamping the game at some point, but for now they are profiting off
anyone willing to buy their work that they either did not finish, or that they put up for sale when it wasn't the best
they could make it.
Pros

It's Cheap - You do get what you pay for with this title. I can honestly say I didn't give them a penny more than
necessary. Cheap doesn't mean a game can be bad, though. It needs to at least try.

Jump Scare Fest - I am not the biggest fan of jump scares-I prefer to have games scare me in a way that keeps
the night light on-but there are plenty of them in this game. It can make for some good moments and fun in
groups. Alas, they are frequent and non-cannon which will leave you growing tired of them eventually.

Unique - The house you visit stays roughly the same in design but experiences other changes as you play. You
can tell a lot of work went into designing its stages-much of which goes unnoticed because of how dark it is,
but I digress. If the game had gone a different direction, this would be a wonderful feature, but it is still nifty
as it is.
In The End
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I am not hard to please. I try to find good in everything I play. That is especially so with games I purchase.
However, this game has very little positives in my experience. I beat the entire game and it felt like a chore. If
I hadn't started it for a YouTube Let's Play Series I would have never finished it. I cannot recommend this
game. Thank you.. Excellent Game, great fun and there are cats everywhere! Could you ask for more??!?. some
racing mods too stupid and generally game is too hard, but nice fun for a while. The concept is quite cool but in
reality it is one of the most boring games I've ever played in my life.

Seems like the type of game you would make if you just want to make a quick buck with minimal development
effort.
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Charming puzzle-platformer. Minimalist mechanics combine to give some surprisingly varied gameplay. Speed runs will teach
you a lot about economy of motion.. This scans and updates your drivers. It's awesome especially since my PC shipped with
Windows 8 but has 10 now. And I just did a reset on my pc, this programs helps so much.. Ok, the base game sucked until i
installed the gey wolves package on it. Now that boat is out, it would be a waste of money to buy. Go for boat instead.. Really
good game, doesnlt feel like a clone of Restaurant Empire either, its really unique.. I bought this game because of Cory, and of
course this game is one of the creepiest game I've ever played, I recommend playing with your friends, 9/10, finally some good
horror games, can't wait for the new updates!!!!. This game is a snowball fight surprise. So much fun

Cricket Captain 2018 Version 18.06 Released:
Fixed crash before contracts (Sep)
Sri Lanka in Champions Cup Tournament mode fix
Coach Bowling Technique selection highlight
Message for ineligible internet saves
Internet ball by ball: 2 over default
Corrected match type in team selection on-line. Cricket Captain 2018 Updated:
Fixed issue with dropbox failing to sync.. Cricket Captain 2018 18.09 Version Released:
- Fixed hang when wicket fell and change bowler happened at the same time in online game.
- Improved stability of online matches
- Fixed behaviour of escape key when exiting a window (PC only)
- Fixed quick exit of highlights in online game. Cricket Captain 2018 Version 18.07 released -Aus Season update:
Now featuring updated Australia 20 over fixtures for the upcoming season. Squad changes are up to date as of now and will be
updated as and when they are announced.

Updated Australian 20 Over Fixtures
Updated Australian 20 Over Squads
Network game stability improvements
Fixes to test teams fixtures in World Cups

. Cricket Captain 2018 Updated, version 18.04 released:
Fixed crash bugs in declare and rule screens in-game.. Cricket Captain 2018 version 18.01 Released:
- Fixed crash in internet game when using an international team
- Disabled records and achievements in internet game (stability improvement)
- Other internet game stability improvements
- Database update from forum and social media feedback (fixed Rashid Khan AI pick)
- Removed Aus domestic friendly matches from outside of domestic season (causing issue with team selection in that match)
- Fixed rare bug that could cause some player county records to not be initialised.
- Improved Ireland abilities
- Improved fixture scheduling
- Fixed batting order issue. CC2018 Coach and Physio changes:
•You can now train batsmen to be middle order players or openers. Middle order batsman who are successfully trained with
opener training, will go from 20 over opener, to OD opener, to full opener.
•If you assign bowling technique training to a batsman who is good with the ball, you can convert them into an all-rounder.
•If you give batting technique training to a bowler who is good with the bat, you can convert them into an all-rounder.
•You can now train your bowlers to improve in Defensive and Aggressive OD bowling.
•We’ve separated fielder training from the main coaching sessions, so that you get fielding sessions in addition to
batting/bowling sessions.

Release coming shortly!
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